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In the new Digital Age that has come upon us through the rise of personal computing and the

World Wide Web, many new challenges face archivists.  With the staggering amount of

documents being produced every day, many wonder if it is even possible to sort through all the

information and preserve all that should be preserved.  How we can provide access to all this

information for those who desire to use it?  Digital formats present unique preservation needs

and radically change the possibilities for access.  The focus of this paper is not necessarily to

undertake in-depth analyses of any specific new standards or procedures addressing the changing

needs of archives in the Digital Age – to do that properly would be the work of many, many

papers – but rather to survey current literature in the field to see if we can identify the central

issues facing the preservation and dissemination digital materials, to get an overview of the most

prevalent ideas, and to suggest possible paths that archivists can take in this new environment.

In June of 2009, Jeremy Leighton John published an article titled, “The Future of Saving

Our Past” in the London edition of the magazine Nature.  Mr. John works in the archives of the

British Museum and he is involved in several programs attempting to address the most pressing

issues of preserving digital materials.  As he states, “The digital revolution is transforming the

nature of… archiving: from curation techniques to the kinds of lives being preserved for

posterity – not just the rich and famous, but now everyone participating in the digital age.”1  The

International Data Corporation estimates that by 2010 “nearly 70% of the digital universe will be

created by individuals rather than organizations”2 which “offers an immense source of

fascinating and useful personal data.  But it also presents technical, ethical and legal

challenges.”3   Some specific preservation questions mentioned by Mr. John include: “How can

the authenticity of files be demonstrated years and centuries later?  How can we ensure that a

file’s dates and other embedded metadata are not inadvertently changed, and properly
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extracted?”4  He correctly points out that “[t]he original files residing on… disks and tapes will

eventually become unreadable,” and that, “it is therefore imperative to make exact copies of

these files on fresh media in a demonstrably rigorous way.”5  To address some of these issues,

the British Library has installed forensically sound computers and devices to make exact copies

of disks and “digital facsimiles that, through conversion to file formats such as PDF or XML, are

readily usable… and easily transferred to new computer systems.”6  They are also exploring the

use of emulators to recreate the circumstances and requirements of the ancestral software and

hardware that wrote the files originally.7  Perhaps most interestingly, they are “now approaching

scientists directly, proactively… In doing so, opportunities arise for gathering even more

information.”8  The creators of files are being asked to what extent they want their material

preserved and how much access be given to researchers; the British Library is even “imaging”

the original files of individuals, to keep an ongoing record of authenticity, while the files are still

in the possession of the creators (the “archives of the wild, so to speak”9.)  Several of these ideas

are echoed throughout current archival literature – technological solutions, emulators and

presentation methods, and the reconceptualization of the role of the archivist from end-point

keeper of a record to a more proactive co-collaborator with the creators of digital documents to

ensure their proper preservation throughout the entire life-cycle of the document.

In her article, “A New-Old Role for Libraries,” Carol Tenopir calls for us to “reconceive

[our] roles in providing access to unique, born-digital materials,” which include “research

papers, conference proceedings, these, wikis, blogs, audio files, e-laboratory books, streamed

lectures, images, email”10 and more.  She admits that “[I]t’s an intimidating task to sift through

exabytes… of content… to determine what to keep,”11 but she also points out that “three-quarters

of digital creation is duplicated,”12 so perhaps it’s not as overwhelming a task as it first appears.
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Reinforcing Ms. Tenopir’s statement regarding the amount of truly unique material online, John

F. Gantz estimates that in 2007 “less than half of… the digital universe is explained by user

activities; the remainder constitutes a ‘digital shadow’ comprising web search histories, financial

transactions, surveillance images and so on.”13  Ms. Tenopir posits two priorities for handling the

swell of digital information – “Libraries must identify and preserve the important and unique

content created by [their] own constituents,” and that “[a]rchivists working with born-digital

content need to ally right now with potential donors to plan ways to capture and collect their

digital creations.”14  Like the current system, each repository would have its own focus and could

reduce the amount of information being dealt with to a manageable level.  By working with the

creators of digital materials, archivists can oversee the proper preservation of documents and

information even before it comes to the repository at the end of its life-cycle.

This concept of archivists as collaborators with, and educators of, the creators of digital

documents is the focus of the paper, “The Personal Curation of Digital Objects: A Lifecycle

Approach” by Peter Williams, Jeremy Leighton John, and Ian Rowland.  They adopt the term

“personal digital archive” to refer to the “informal, diverse, and expanding memory collections

created or acquired and accumulated and maintained by individuals in the course of their

personal lives, and belonging to them, rather than to their institutions or other places of work.”15

These personal digital archives include everything from written documents, to pictures and

video, music and other forms of art, to blogs and social networking records.16  These personal

digital archives should also include metadata – “system generated data about a document’s

creation, location, size, etc.”17  Some of the material may be stored on an individual’s computer

(or other digital access device) but much of it is kept in the cloud of the internet and World Wide

Web.  The authors explore the:
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management of information from the perspective of a “lifecycle”.  This entails examining
the stages of the life histories of personal digital objects as a chronological narrative,
beginning with their creation, acquisition and manipulation, continuing with decisions
about their retention, disposal and backing-up, and organization… and, finally, their
long-term storage or accommodation.18

They correctly point out that “[a]ll of these stages mirror the formal activities of archiving [sic]

and records management – except that in this case the emphasis is on… personal ‘lay’ practices

rather than professional ones.”19  While the “huge diversity of practices by individuals can be

contrasted with the much more consistent practices that exists when documents are passed to a

repository,” they view a “digital object cycle as one that embraces the document… from

gestation or acquisition to long-term (personal) retention or archival storage.”20  With so many

people generating and storing so much material in their digital environments, many “lay” people

are coming to better understand the need to preserve their “information heirlooms.”21  Priscilla

Caplan says, “some preservationists believe that the general public’s interest in the longevity of

their own digital materials can be leveraged to achieve a greater awareness of and support for

institutional digital preservation initiatives.”22  In their exploration of these processes, Mr.

Williams, et al, identify several decisions that must be made by an individual when dealing with

their personal digital archive: whether to retain or reject material, what to do with “encountered

information” – or “the passive reception of information”23 – how to store material (whether a

document is stored directly by the individual or if they mark where they encountered it so that

they might re-find it later), and so on.  In the case of short-term storage, it was found that “the

use to which something is put is often the basic level at which it will be classified,”24 so the

organization of personal digital archives begins with the creator of the records.  These decisions

are by no means new when it comes to the individual preservation of personal collections.  As it

stands, when a repository receives a donation of personal papers, the individual has already gone
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through and decided what to keep and what to discard (indeed, this process in ongoing

throughout the individual’s creation and acquisition of material) and many have kept their

collections organized in a way that was useful to them, and which the archivist can use when

processing the collection.  The authors of the article do mention the need to “migrate digital

objects to more current formats to guard against obsolescence”25 which begins to address the

issue of information retrieval for use by researchers.  It is noted that “the better and more careful

the original capture of the information, with contextual information, the more effective and

profound will be any improvements in reuse potential.”26

A further evolution of the reconceptualization of archivists – from sole and final record-

keepers to co-collaborators with document creators – is the need for digital storage and curation

to include people and ideas from a wide variety of disciplines, and to not rely only on traditional

archival practices and theories.  Digital curation and preservation requires “the active

involvement of information professionals” and is becoming an “umbrella concept that includes

digital preservation, data curation, electronic records management, and digital asset

management.”27  This “active area… has brought diverse the [sic] scientific, educational, and

professional communities together with governmental and private sector organizations.”28  Such

collaboration is necessary to solve the challenges posed by digital technology – particularly the

ever-looming specter of format obsolescence.  In his article, “See You In 2050,” Danny

Bradbury quotes Arian Brown, the head of digital preservation at the UK National Archive, who

reasons that “[t]he best way to preserve those kinds of records [those that come to archives in

proprietary software formats] is to engage with the IT industry… to understand how to preserve

them in their legacy format.”29  Especially when it comes to documents created by proprietary

software, it can be “very difficult to get access to… old… data when older formats are no longer
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supported.”30  Therefore, “the type of format used to store information can have significant

ramifications on its longevity,”31 and “[d]igital rights management and encryption can be a

significant barrier to archivists.”32  In addition to working with IT professional and software

companies to overcome these barriers, some archivists find a way around them by using

emulators – keeping a copy of the original software and “running it on an intermediate layer of

software”33 that recreates the original hardware and software conditions in which digital material

was created and stored, without the need to keep old machines and programs to access it.

Emulators also create an “environment in which to test the conversion of proprietary formats into

more web-accessible ones.”34  Mr. Brown is further emphasizes that “[w]e have to work on the

assumption that we will have to periodically refresh data to new media, and new media

technologies.”35  Another reason why archivists are well served by collaborating with IT

personnel is because much of the work currently being performed to find reliable digital

preservation methods is being performed by computer scientists and systems engineers.  Indeed,

non-archivists are currently at the forefront of the push to preserve the World Wide Web.  One of

the most successful of these is Brewster Kahle, the founder of the Internet Archive.  As Mr,

Kahle puts it, “We are trying to build Alexandria 2.0.”36  Mr. Kahle comes from a background in

internet technology, not library or information science.  He had a hand in creating some of the

earliest internet search engines and founded technology companies that pioneered payment

systems, online privacy, user ratings, and analyzing the web paths of users – companies which

were sold to AOL and Amazon, and form the backbones of their systems.  Having done that, he

turned his efforts to building “the world’s largest online library”37 and to capturing and

preserving as much of the Web as possible.  In this way, computer and internet technology

experts have as much to offer the field of digital preservation as archivists.  A final collaboration
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that can take place between archivists and professionals from other backgrounds is for archivists

to work with private publishers to “provide long-term preservation and access capability for their

own content.”38  While this may seem counterintuitive in this age of digital access rights, where

organizations pay subscription fees for access to private publisher databases and have virtually

no guarantee of access to electronic journal content when their subscriptions expire, “many

publishers [are] finding that the ability to promise long-term preservation and access for their

content would constitute a significant competitive advantage.”39

Another possibility for the preservation of digital material is something referred to as

“lazy preservation”.  Lazy preservation focuses not on storage and active preservation but on

after-loss recovery.  Attempts to archive web content, such as the Internet Archive, as well as the

caching activities of online search engines, “have been used by the public in unintended ways:

individuals and organizations have used them to restore their own lost Web sites.”40  Surveys

conducted by the authors of the article, “Why Web Sites Are Lost (and How they’re Sometimes

Found),” show that “[a]lthough most individuals know that they should backup their data, they

rarely do,” including their websites41.  When individuals do backup their websites, they “tend to

backup their important files using a number of ad hoc techniques.”42  Furthermore, “[b]ecause it

is so rare for a hard drive to crash or for a Web hosting company to go out of business,

individuals are not sufficiently motivated to keep their important files backed-up.”43  This is

perhaps the greatest limitation facing archivists who try to work with members of their

constituency and pass some of the responsibility for preservation onto a document’s creator.

While after-loss recovery programs are not an unqualified success, the survey found that “almost

half [of the respondents] were able to recover most or nearly all of the lost site.”44  As more web

designers, programmers, and library and archive professionals recognize the potential of after-
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loss recovery techniques (including the aggregate performance of several online services like

search engines, non-profit preservation organizations, and large-scale academic projects which

“refresh and migrate web content in bulk as a side-effect of user services,” which can yield very

good results for web site recovery45) lazy preservation can be developed and utilized to fill in

some of the gaps in the preserved digital record and mitigate the loss of data over time.

Web 2.0 technologies are also revolutionizing the ways in which archives provide their

services, most notably in the realm of access and use.  J. Gordon Daines III and Cory L. Nimer

state that “[t]echnology, particularly the Internet, is changing the ways that archivists interact

with their patrons.”46  More frequently “our patrons have come to expect that our content will be

available in digital form, and they will be able to interact with the content and obtain research

help if necessary while they are engaged with our content – all of which hey expect to occur

virtually.”47  In exploring the nature of Web 2.0 services and technologies, Mr. Daines and Mr.

Nimer find that:

A careful examination of how the key concepts of… openness, peering, sharing, and
acting globally… could be applied to archives reveals the potential that Web 2.0 has to
radically re-contextualize our work.  An open archives [sic] would make all of its
information available to researchers – including information previously relegated to the
case file….  Opening our data to our patrons and our peers has the potential to increase
our collaborative activities.  Web 2.0 technologies, including commenting features and
wiki platforms, would allow us to leverage the knowledge of our patrons and our peers in
providing information about our collections.48

They also mention the potential of social subject and keyword tagging by internet users and

digital information creators (commonly referred to as “folksonomies” or “tagsonomies” to

emphasize that these are user-driven and unregulated categorization systems) facilitate “a

dialogue between the [digital material] and the user.”49   The social media website Flickr worked

with the Library of Congress on the Commons project (http://flickr.com/commons), an online

initiative that allows people all over the world free access to thousands of images so that they
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“might be able to clarify the time, place, or subjects of a photograph.”50  In such a project, users

of the web site can add information to the collection and expand the scope of knowledge, as well

as provide invaluable services to the curators responsible for accurately processing the

collection.  A more organic – and far less structured – collaboration between digital material and

users can be seen on the popular website YouTube (http://www.youtube.com).  In his paper,

“YouTube As Archive: Who Will Curate This Digital Wunderkammer?” published in the

International Journal of Cultural Studies, Robert Gehl goes so far as to suggest that YouTube is

already an archive, or at least a model for a user-driven digital archive.  He opens with the

argument that “YouTube is better understood not as opposed to traditional corporate media but in

the same genealogy as previous archival technologies and techniques.”51  He argues that

“YouTube is an archive awaiting curators… a place where many of the artifacts of digital empire

sit on shelves”52 waiting to be discovered and used.  Unlike peer-to-peer sharing networks,

YouTube has central servers that hold the video content that the users have uploaded, and it

boasts “flows of people, much as they flow through any other library or collection.”53  Mr. Gehl

makes the claim that an archive “is a place where information is purposely separated from use

value or exchange value, creating possibilities for different exchanges” and, like and archive,

“the media objects in YouTube are often separated from their original uses.”54  Through their

ability to upload the content that they think worthy of being displayed, and the option to tag

uploaded content and comment on videos, the users of YouTube “are, essentially, the curators of

storage and classification.”55  For example:

A video clip or media object that never gets uploaded to YouTube is, in effect, rejected
by users as not important enough for the archive….  [E]very object in YouTube is titled,
described and tagged.  Users supply all three….  These elements are extremely important
in the curatorial process, and the users are the ones who decide which are used.”56
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Furthermore, if one separates the tasks of storage and display, other Web 2.0 technologies can

become involved: bloggers become curators of display when they embed YouTube videos on

their personal web spaces, for example.  Mr. Gehl, like so many others, points out that digital

media poses some serious problems for those wishing to preserve it; the questions he raises are

how do we decide what gets saved and how we classify them?  In answer to these questions, Mr.

Gehl considers YouTube “a model upon which serious digital archival work could be based.”57

In the end, in a world driven by Web 2.0 technology, “[a]archivists can no longer remain the

authoritative voice of knowledge; rather, they must engage as co-equals with the user and search

for solutions together.”58

Peter Johan Lor portrays the ideals of librarianship and archival efforts in a romantic

vein: “Over millennia librarians have striven for universality: complete control of all recorded

knowledge, if not through ownership then through bibliographic organisation [sic] and systems

for universal availability and access.”59    He also believes that “[m]odern digital technologies

offer new possibilities of achieving universality, but also presents big challenges.”60  There are

ethical issues of privacy and intellectual property – the ownership and copyright of digital

content – and problems inherent to digital technology – such as the ephemerality of Web content

and the speed with which it disappears into cyberspace, as well as the obsolescence of physical

hardware and software.  On the other hand, there are new opportunities for collaboration between

archivists and users, and more people have more tools to preserve their own digital documents

and materials than ever before.  However, Mr. Lor insists that “it would be a mistake to see

technological factors as the main issue to be addressed.”61  Quoting Abby Smith, reporting on the

National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program:

The past five years have shown that the “real challenges” in digital preservation are not
primarily technical or procedural: they are the policies, the politics, and the economic
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drivers of digital preservation that serve to divide stakeholders as often as they unite them
in a common cause… interests in preservation at best overlap, or appear to be in conflict,
because [people] do not share common understandings of the value of that information –
for whom, for how long, for what purpose.62

In searching for solutions to the challenges archivists face in the Digital Age – or even

just trying to define the problems more clearly – it is interesting to note that, while the scale and

technology of information creation and use has changed dramatically in the last decades, the

essential nature of the archival process remains the same.  We still must assess documents,

objects, and materials in the digital realm and decide what is worth preserving and what not;

personal collections are still culled throughout their life-cycles by the creator and much is

discarded before it even reaches a repository; and archivists must still maintain the information

in their care with authority and ease of access.  The technology that is changing the methods by

which we perform these duties also present many possible solutions to these new challenges.  As

always, though, the primary challenges to be overcome are not technological; they are human in

their making.
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